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Revolutionary 
Cloud-Based

Fleet Management

When it comes to managing fleet fueling operations, 
accountability and precision are key. In addition, fleet business 
owners need to be able to oversee operations from afar, with 
complete visibility over their fleet drivers at all times, wherever 
they are located.

DX Fleet is a revolutionary, cloud-based fuel management 
solution that provides fleet owners, operators, and managers a
connected experience through the use of interlinked devices and 
the ability to remotely monitor their entire fleet fueling enterprise 
digitally. DX Fleet delivers real-time monitoring of your fleet 
vehicles, proprietary cards, transactions, alerts, notifications 
and reports. Additionally, fleet users can leverage a mobile 
application for fueling authorizations, which provides an easy 
and innovative alternative to standard fleet cards.



DX Fleet™

It’s Time 
to Invest in 
Your Future

Manage Your Fleet 
Fueling Enterprise 
From a Single Cloud-
Based Interface
• Determine user access rights, analyze 

transactions, view reports and leverage 
business insights to improve business 
efficiency and reduce costs

• Reduce operational costs by 
consolidating card management to a 
central location that can be managed via 
the web portal

• Easily add, remove or update accounts 
for all sites from a centralized and  
online location

• Proactively manage site status to 
improve performance and decrease  
unscheduled downtime

Real-Time Data Driving 
Real-Time Decisions
• Real-time visibility to fueling data, 

transactional information and alerts 
generated by devices

• Provides the user with the ability to see 
up-to-date information, fuel inventory, 
system diagnostics and generated alerts 
in a centralized location

• Manage your fleet fueling operations and 
transactions with reports in real-time

• Create intuitive dashboards for different 
types of users

Move to Mobile
• Provide an alternative to standard 

physical fleet cards with the DX Fleet 
mobile application, which offers fueling 
authorization from a mobile device

• Manage your fleet enterprise from 
anywhere on your mobile device
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Device Alerts 
and Notifications 
The ability to proactively manage site status 
to improve performance and decrease 
unscheduled downtime.

Centralized Dashboard
Visibility 
Provides the user the ability to see up-to-date 
information, fuel inventory, system diagnostics
and generated alerts in a centralized location.

Device Alerts 
and Notifications 
Real-time visibility to fueling data, transactional 
information and alerts generated by device.



The Features
that Make it
Possible

Graphically-Enabled and 
Tiered Dashboards

Decrease operational costs and unplanned 
downtime by quickly finding the information 
most important to sites and/or organizations.

Centralized Controller Management 
and Configuration

Reduces service visits to sites by enabling 
remote capabilities to manage FMS 
controllers from the cloud.

Cloud-Based Account Management

Reduces operational costs by consolidating 
card management to a central location that 
can be managed via the web portal.

Real-Time Visibility to Fueling Data, 
Transactional Information, or Alerts 
Generated by Devices

Improves performance and decreases 
unscheduled downtime by providing the 
ability to proactively manage sites based on 
status or alerts.

Web-Based Cloud Application 
Built on Microsoft Azure’s Security 
Features, Data Integrity and 
Confidentiality

Eliminates the need for additional IT 
infrastructure and resources as the 
implementation is server and computer-
independent.
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DFS and Microsoft:
Driving Digital
Transformation
Fleet solutions are what keep many businesses running 
optimally. With such dependance on these solutions, 
fleet operations must be reliable and easily monitored 
from afar by fleet owners to ensure the highest levels of 
security and accountability.

DX Fleet runs on Microsoft Azure. Customers can access 
their data remotely at any time, and of course, fuel 
stations get the data integrity, state-of-the-art security 
features and confidentiality they have come to expect 
from Azure solutions. Cloud hosting allows for system 
monitoring and alerts that keep users informed and 
data secured at the proper levels of permissions. Cloud-
based card management allows users to easily validate, 
add, or remove cards, manage limits and set up rules 
from a central location through the onsite controller.



DX Fleet is just one of five solutions in the DFS DX 
connected solutions platform. DFS DX delivers 
operational cost reductions, increased sales and an 
enhanced customer experience through a combination 
of intelligent fueling and retail solutions. This solution 
is the industry’s first open, global and common cloud 
platform that harnesses advanced analytics and IoT 
and to deliver five core innovative solutions focused on 
customer experience and asset optimization.

Drive Increased 
Sales Revenue
When it comes to fuel stations, compliance and security 
are critical. Powered by Microsoft Azure, the software 
applications that comprise the DFS DX connected 
solutions platform uses intelligent spftware to provide 
ongoing updates on the state of your devices. The 
solution suite uses Azure Stream Analytics to expedite 
data creation and alert you to potential issues.

Maximize Site Assets 
and Operational Efficiency 
with IoT
From the tank to the payment module, the operational 
efficiency of your entire retail station has a direct impact 
on your bottom line. The DFS DX connected solutions 
platform helps you streamline operations and optimize 
site assets.

Increase Safety 
and Security with the
DFS DX Platform
Many locations operate retail, car wash, or other related 
businesses, and these can be vital for your bottom line.
Promote products and services at the dispenser to drive 
in-store foot traffic and sales, increase customer loyalty, 
and deliver an overall enjoyable customer experience.

DX Wetstock™

Real-time precise fuel loss 
identification and notification

DX Monitor™

Proactive fuel dispenser uptime and 
security monitoring and management

DX Promote™

Drive targeted consumer advertising 
at the fuel dispenser

DX Retail™

Centrally deploy and manage 
point of sale solutions

DX Fleet™

Manage and monitor your fleet fueling 
enterprise from a single interface

DFS DX™ 

Connected 
Solutions Platform

DX Fleet™

DFS DX™

Digital transformation for the
fueling industry
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